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Abstract
The Internet is a great tool for exchanging information. However there are people who want to take advantage of it in order to commit crimes. The main goal of this paper is to answer following question: How the Internet could be and is abused by “launders” – criminals who want to legitimize their illicit profits? And the whole phenomenon is called cyber laundering. The main goal of this paper is to present a typology of criminal activities – both potential as well as actual – which can be described as cyber laundering. It consists of four parts. The first and the second one briefly present the characteristics of the Internet and the financial services available on-line, correspondingly. The third part is a presentation of different techniques applied by criminals to launder money via the Internet. It bases on the information available from articles, papers, government reports and other sources. The last part presents some examples and symptoms of cyber laundering.
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Introduction
The abuse of the Internet by money launderers is potentially a significant threat (Solicitor General Canada, 1998; Veng Mei Leong, 2007). Why we cannot say “it is a significant threat”? To date, there are only few criminal cases concerning so called cyberlaundering. But there are some symptoms observed by international organizations, law enforcement agencies, financial intelligence units and financial institutions. How we can explain that fact? Maybe it is not such a “great tool” after all as many people think or criminals does not trust new technologies or we are looking in the wrong direction? However criminals have been constantly seeking new ways to clean their illicit gains in order to stay ahead of law enforcement. Similar situation was in case of wire transfers in the 80's and 90's.
Characteristics of Internet – What attracts launderers?

There are few features of the Internet which attract criminals (including launderers) (Skalski, 2004; GIFI, 2008).

Anonymity

The Internet seems to be a “place” where you can hide yourself among millions of other users; where you can pretend to be someone else since no one can truly identify you. But it seems that is no longer true, since there are some legal obligations put on Internet Service Providers to record and keep log files for a long period of time. They show which computer and when was connected to Internet. This measure is being used to fight computer crimes. It makes law enforcement’s work to trace somebody's activity in cyberspace easier. Of course there are some means to circumvent them and to keep the anonymity. They include Internet Protocol (IP) spoofing, use of modem connections (every time user connects he gets different IP address), Wireless Fidelity technology which allows to abuse publicly open so called “hot spots” or unprotected routers to connect to the Internet (Ashwell, 2008), use of pre-paid phones as modem in order to connect to the Internet (it hides the identity of a user). Also the use of encryption technology (widely available on the Internet) and many proxy servers hinders the efforts of law enforcement to catch cybercriminals.

No Face-To-Face contacts

This is called the depersonalization of financial operations. When we are using one of the financial services available on the Internet, we actually use our computer (and software) which connects to the bank’s server. The whole process of placing orders (making requests) and executing them is fully (or partially) automatic without the presence of a human factor. So in fact we can very easily pretend to be someone else each time we “visit” bank in the cyberspace. The financial institution’s server checks only two things the login (e.g. unique ID number) and the password – not the true identity of a customer. If the information is correct (meaning the same as the one stored in server's memory), the access is granted. As a result, it would be harder to detect and hold up transactions related to money laundering activities. It also cuts out another potential source of reporting suspicious transactions – financial institution employees (Cyber Laundering, 2002).

Speed of the transactions

Money laundering process would be less expensive and faster as the one using ‘normal’ or old-fashion transactions. New payment technologies permit to move funds more rapidly on long distances and make law enforcement work even more complicated (Williams, 1998). Some of them are instantaneous e.g. within one financial institution. It allows launderers to move funds very quickly within one country or even world wide. In essence it makes hiding the illicit source of money easier and difficult to trace. It makes also the whole procedure cheaper (Cyber Laundering, 2002).

Globalization process: free movement of goods, services, people and new payment technologies

The globalization of economy includes the necessity for people (entrepreneurs and customers) to move, invest and spend money wherever they want to. In order to achieve that with the help of developing information technology, there have emerged new payment technologies. They allow freeing ourselves from carrying large quantities of cash,
as well as to do businesses at a long distance. Another word is “investments' mobility”. Access to the Internet and to on-line services is easy and common. This channel of the distribution of financial or investment products has become very important factor. These services will become even more significant for financial institutions in the near future. There is also a trend to reduce any obstacles (including legal ones) in trade between countries or moving funds around the world to find more efficient way of investing them.

Cross border activity: involves several jurisdictions, mutual legal assistance treaties issues

The on-line service provider’s abode usually differs from the place where the servers are located in reality, from where these servers are administrated, or from where the client accesses the Internet (“Cyber Laundering”, 2002). The new payment technologies let us conducting business between different countries, various legal systems (Chepesiuk, 2000). It means there are several jurisdictions involved in the case of an offence. And the cooperation between law enforcement, revenue services and judiciary is one of the most difficult tasks as far as the transnational criminality is concerned. Even though there are plenty of mutual legal assistance treaties and international conventions. So in fact it is easier to get away from the government agencies with money derived from illicit activities.

What is worth to write is that we cannot stop the development of new payment technologies in order to fight crime (including money laundering), since some of these features are important for lawful commercial activities, too. They encompass speed of transactions, access to customers or counterparts and capacity to extend beyond national border (Cyber Laundering, 2002). As a result we need to find another way to prevent and fight money laundering in the cyberspace. It has to be stressed that the launderers and other criminals sponge on the development of new payment technologies. On the other hand they also stimulate that development by exploiting it. In other words we need to learn the causes and the phenomenology of cyberlaundering in order to fight it efficiently or just to control it.

Financial services available through the Internet

First of all, there is no unanimity on the meaning of the term cyber payments. In general they can be described as payments which facilitate the transfer of financial value in the Internet (Molander, Mussington, & Wilson, 1997). And this is a wide approach. Some call it digital currency or e-cash, but those terms cover only a part of the phenomenon. That technology has a strong impact on the way we do business, transfer money (and other values) and the cash-oriented society. The common element is that these systems provide counterparts with immediate, convenient, secure and sometimes anonymous means by which they can transfer financial value (Molander et. al, 1997). Although these systems will provide promptly evident benefits to legitimate commerce, it may also have the potential to facilitate the international movement of illicit funds. At the same time it prevents law enforcement from obtaining necessary information to detect illegal activity.

---

2 Many reasons for reporting a transaction as suspicious is to do with the geographical origin of the funds. If the origin of the transaction can be kept anonymous, one of the indicators of potential money laundering could be removed.
There are also different typologies of what is being encompassed by term cyber payments (Corrigan, 1999). It may include:

- Internet payment services (e.g. mobile payments, micro-payments or digital precious metals).
- Stored value cards – smart cards.
- On-line banking.

**Internet Payment Systems**

Companies provide so called electronic cash or e-cash services to their customers. It is a sort of replacement for physical cash. Usually, software which stores value on the computers of their clients (merchants and consumers) is provided to them. This stored value can than be transmitted *via* the Internet between personal computers in order to buy and sell goods or services.

**Stored Value Cards**

Also known as “smart cards” or e-purse; those cards are pieces of plastic, typically the size of a credit card. They contain a microchip (a memory chip) to which value can be encoded. These cards can be loaded (or added value) *via* automatic teller machine, properly equipped telephones, personal computers and from other stored value cards using a device which can transfer value directly. But the range of possibilities depends on the system. Theoretically they can be programmed to store billions of dollars. However, most current stored value card programs place a limit on the amount of value that can be loaded onto any individual card (FATF, 2006).

Smart cards may make it easier for the launderer to transfer illicit funds without detection by law enforcement and financial institutions (Molander et. al, 1997). Because the cash value is stored on the card, there is no need for the merchant to dial up a bank or credit card company to get approval for the transaction. What is more interesting and useful for launderers, funds can be moved from one country to another without alarming financial institution. A card issued in one country can be used to withdraw money in another one. And users may hold numerous cards. They can allow criminals to move billions of dollars without using banks at all. Digicash was developing a computer-based payment system that involved so called “one way privacy” method. It means that payers can check who received money from them, but does not allow the recipients to find out where it came from (Chepesiuk, 2000).

**On Line Banking**

Many financial institutions provide their customers with software to conduct most, if not all, of their banking business *via* personal computer. This software allows customers to check account balances, transfer funds between accounts and direct payments to creditors. But these days you don't need special software. A typical web browser (most popular MS Internet Explorer or Mozilla family) is enough since it uses encrypted connection protocols (e.g. SSL, TLS). You can access also virtual casinos, universities, libraries, bookstores, auction houses, etc (Corrigan, 1999; FATF, 2006).

---

3 Any financial institution that offer on-line banking should have procedures, whether it be driven by software, humans or a mix of the two, that verify the identity of the customer who seek to do business with the institution. This can be difficult for on-line banks that often rely on customers to confirm who they are through passwords (“Cyberlaundering threats”, 2001).
How on-line financial services can be abused?

Although it is difficult to provide an all encompassing definition of a cyber payment, it is possible to make some generalizations (Corrigan, 1999). It means all of the systems which intend to allow their users to move funds electronically (in the Internet). They may serve as a cause (a legal title) to perform transaction (transfer of funds) or tool to perform transaction (transfer of funds) (Filipkowski, 2004). The latter needs a few words of explanation. Banks allow their account holders to send funds from one account to another one. However it is possible to establish a bank account with false ID or hire someone to do it for us for a commission. Therefore one person can have an access to different bank accounts and enter them as a different person simultaneously via the Internet. If the accounts are located in one bank there is one more vital advantage. There transfer is almost instantaneous which allows for fast moving funds and multiple withdrawing them in cash at the end using ATM (e.g. abroad).

New payment technologies depend on applications of high-speed communication and information analysis that is part and parcel of the use of computer based information processing. The system bases on fast ways of communications and computing data using networks (Corrigan, 1999). Cyber laundering was believed to be the latest (and most advanced) technique in money laundering typology (Levi & Reuter, 2006). So far, the process has been depending on a physical transportation of cash to conceal the existence of illegal source or blending licit company’s incomes with illicit one. As the physical moment of cash has become more risky and the electronic means of communication (wire transfer) have emerged, the launderers have changed their modus operandi. The wire transfer system have been allowing organized crime, as well as legitimate businesses and individual banking customers to enjoy a swift passage for moving money between jurisdictions.

Although there are no or just few criminal cases connected purely with Internet (it depends on jurisdiction), it does not mean that there is no cyber laundering activity going on and all of this is just a hype provided by law enforcement agencies in order to get more power (e.g. Jasiski, 2001; FATF, 2001; Wójcik, 2002; FTAF, 2006). Maybe we look not thoroughly enough or our instruments aren’t good enough to detect this phenomenon? However, using Internet based financial services is possible on all stages of money laundering process (Bumeter, 2001).

The Placement Stage

The first step in money laundering is the physical disposal of cash (Solicitor General Canada, 1998). Traditionally, placement might be accomplished by:

- depositing the proceeds derived from criminal activity in domestic banks or other types of financial institutions,
- smuggling the cash across borders and depositing in foreign accounts,
- buying high-value goods, such as artwork, airplanes, or precious metals and gems; it can then be resold with payment by cheque or bank transfer.

With cyber laundering, cash might be:
- deposited through an unregulated financial institution (a sort of financial
intermediary\(^4\) which issues smart cards, or

- deposited by Smurf\(^5\) using ATM with deposit feature.

However in case of cybercrimes, there is no need to go through this stage, since the money (or other values) already has an electronic form and “exists” in cyberspace. Internet frauds, identity thefts, false investments opportunities may serve as examples.

The Layering Stage

The second stage of money laundering process benefits the most from the on-line services. The layering involves creating complex layers of financial transactions to distance the ill-gotten gains from their source and break the audit trail (Solicitor General Canada, 1998). There are plenty of traditional techniques, such as the wire transfer (e.g. SWIFT), the conversion of deposited cash into other financial instruments or goods, and investment in legitimate businesses, using shell companies (e.g. registered in off-shore financial centers).

The most important issues for launderers are: the speed, the distance and the anonymity. All of them can be provided by on-line financial services (Cyber Laundering, 2002). It includes:

- opening many Internet accounts (it is hard to verify client's true identity), it is not necessary to have steady incomes (which is important while using students or unemployed as Smurfs), You can open an account in a foreign bank (if law allows that).

- collecting bank accounts and controlling them through personal computer; it is being done by building up an extensive audit trail in a short space of time with instantaneous transactions – including several jurisdictions which makes difficult for law enforcement to follow the audit trail.

The Integration Stage

The last stage has an aim to make the wealth derived from criminal activities appear legitimate (Solicitor General Canada, 1998). There are also many traditional techniques such as: using front companies, “lending” money back to the owner (using funds deposited in foreign financial institutions as security for domestic loans), transfer pricing, false invoicing, winning ticket, etc.

The most effective way is probably to establish an on-line service company. Offering services (true or fake) provide incomes which appear legitimate (Cyber Laundering, 2002). Funds end up on safe corporate account after the second stage somewhere in off-shore jurisdiction. It could deal with gambling, betting, etc.. However the service would never be delivered – there would be no (net) winnings paid back to the account. The payment would appear as profit in the books of the Internet service company. Thus the wealth of

\(^4\) The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) notes: “With technology facilitating the breakdown of traditional banking services into multiple components and the addition of analytical tools and other capabilities into traditional banking services, more unlicensed non-bank entities are likely to provide bank-like services via the Internet, including those that are extended cross-border. Differences in definitions as to what constitute a ‘bank’ among jurisdictions would likely be magnified and will increasingly challenge how bank supervisors deal with financial entities with no home supervision” (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision, 2000).

\(^5\) This is the name for a group of people who help launderer deposit dirty cash on bank accounts. They do it for a commission.
the owner would appear to be legitimate – a profit of her/his own Internet Company (FATF, 2001). Payment for services may come from different parts of the world; there are no geographical restrictions. Since there are just a few criminal cases we could describe as cyber laundering, presented below specific techniques can be describe as potential money laundering modus operandi (see also e.g. FATF, 2001; FATF, 2006).

On-Line Services

On-line banks are a prime target for money launderers (Cyber Laundering, 2002). Banks in general provide the widest range of financial services. This is the reason why they are always targeted by launderers. What is more important, the regulations concerning opening an Internet bank account are different from one jurisdictions to another. It leads to asymmetric regulations between jurisdictions. The less information is required, the better for the launderer because it conceals her/his identity from law enforcement.

One can come up with simple modus operandi:

1. opening an Internet account and making deposits from other account or using ATM using ill-gotten gains; not one account is being create but few tens;
2. members or supporters of a criminal group establish company providing Internet-based services (e.g. in off-shore jurisdiction or just other country);
3. accessing on-line service using personal computer – in order to do that customer has to buy a limited in time access e.g. monthly/6-months/annual subscription; service provider gives him/her a bank account number;
4. he/she makes a direct payment using his/her Internet bank account – stating that this is payment for internet-based services;
5. bank transfer funds to another bank account; and this is a legitimate company’s income.

The service might be a fake (meaning it does not take place). On the other hand, if service is being provided also for “normal” customers, it gives the opportunity to use the blending technique (which means mixing licit and illicit incomes) which makes things even more difficult for law enforcement or financial institution to mark transactions as suspicious.

Additionally launderer can abuse financial intermediary such as PayPal (e.g. FATF, 2006; “PayPal”, 2003). It acts as non-bank, Internet-based agent – payments intermediary for individuals and organizations that want to trade or transfer funds via the Internet. A person sets up a pre-paid account in his name with this agent. It can be funded from a credit or debit card or a bank account. Using those pre-paid funds, person can buy goods or transfer funds to other agent's account holders. The payment or transfer of funds occurs as a book-entry transaction between the agent's accounts. When an account holder wishes to access the funds located in his account, he order agent to credit his credit or debit card or bank account via a credit transfer or a paper check (GAO, 2002).

Credit cards

There is a very similar situation with the use of credit cards (charge type) or e-cards. They are widely use by customers who wish to pay for services available on the Internet. None of other companies involved in the process (meaning the credit card company, the

---

6 Those descriptions base on information which has derived from articles, books, reports, news, Author’s personal contacts as well as knowledge regarding money laundering phenomenon and financial market.
Internet service provider, and even the bank) would think that there was anything suspicious about the transactions.

**Pre-paid cards**

It seems – according to FATF report – that the most popular method of cyber laundering is the use of pre-paid cards. There are two types of cards: open and close system. First one is a typical debit card with which everyone can pay for services, goods or withdraw money from ATM. Second concerns systems like pre-paid telephone cards which can be bought and then resold. They can be exploiting in all three stages of money laundering (NDIC, 2006). The pre-paid cards are especially good to transfer funds across borders.

**On-line Gambling**

Internet gambling has been identified – by experts in the field of money laundering and tax evasion – as a potentially ideal web-based service to legitimize ill-gotten gains (Cyber Laundering, 2002). In the real world casinos are used to launder dirty money. The same thing can be done by on-line gambling sites. There are two possibilities: launderer exploits legitimate web-based service or launderer sets up an on-line gambling company in order to clean money (Bumeter, 2001).

It is an excellent method because transactions are conducted primarily through credit cards as mentioned earlier (Cyberlaundering threats, 2001). Additional obstacle is the place where on-line gambling companies operate. Usually, they are based in off-shore financial centers which lack regulatory or prudential measures. This method can affect a normal bank since such companies have their accounts in offshore banks that, in turn, use a reputable United States correspondent bank. The tracing of the source and ownership of the illegal money that moves through these accounts is difficult or impossible for enforcement and regulatory agencies in the United States and elsewhere (e.g. FATF, 2001; Malcolm, 2003; Wollert, 2004).

**On-line Auctions**

Another business that can be useful for launderers is the auction sale. It is a booming industry in the Internet. It allows its registered users to put items on a sale or to buy such items. There are auction sites which offer some basic financial services, too. They do it for security reasons for persons buying and selling things. The buyer sends money to company's bank account and the seller sends the item to the buyer. If everything is “all right” and the item is exactly as it was promised by the seller, the company sends money to him/her. It also gives the whole process the appearance of licit business activities since it involves reputable auction company and its bank account. Since this is auction price has no limits and the Smurf can bid higher and higher. Actually the higher the price is, the more dirty money receive legitimate appearance.

---

7 In 2001, a suspicious activity report (SAR) filed in the United States detailed the acquisition of more than 300 prepaid cards by a single individual who used them to transfer almost $2 million to Columbia. Other countries where money is being withdrawn include Venezuela, Mexico, Argentina and Brazil. Such method can be observed also in Europe (FATF, 2006).
**Mobile payments**

Mobile payments can be described as payments done through the use of services *via* mobile phone or any other communication device (FATF, 2001). Payments are initiated using voice access, text messaging protocols, or wireless application protocols (WAP) that allow the device to access the Internet.

However, new mobile payments services are not based on an underlying bank or credit card account. The telecommunication operator acts as a financial intermediary to authorize, clear, and settle the payment between its client and the mobile service provider. The GSM (or UMTS) operator engaged in these activities usually are not overseen by a country’s central bank or other banking regulators but may be subject to anti-money laundering measures.

There are two possibilities. The operator may either:

1. allow customer to charge transactions to the phone bill (post-paid) or
2. may permit the phone owner to fund an account held by the telecom operator (or other service provider) for the purposes of making payments (pre-paid).

Pre-paid phone gives also a sense of anonymity since usually it is not required to register the identity of a SIMM card buyer. Prepaid mobile payments accounts operate in the same manner as a prepaid card or an electronic purse (FATF, 2001).

**Digital Precious Metals (DPM)**

The ground for using Digital Precious Metals services is to facilitate on-line transactions without regard for underlying currencies or access to foreign exchange (FATF, 2006). Those transactions have immediate finality since they are conducted as a book-entry transaction between the dealer's accounts. It involves the exchange of options or the right to purchase an amount of precious metals at a specific price. These derivatives can be exchanged, like any other traditional commodity or securities derivatives, between account holders. Consumers purchase a quantity of virtual precious metal holdings based on the current price of the metal on the world commodity exchanges. Once a purchaser has acquired a quantity of the virtual precious metal, those holdings or a portion of them can be transferred either to another individual or a merchant in exchange for goods and services.

The dealer's internal regulations usually differentiate between themselves. There might be some restrictions or limits on value of DPM, method of funding or usage of account (FATF, 2006). Sometimes they allow anonymous accounts. The access to account only *via* the Internet hinders dealer's efforts to verify customers’ true identity. It shifts the money laundering risk to a new level.

---

In March 2004, an Oklahoma man admitted to a financial fraud scheme involving an on-line investment fund. Thousands of people lost almost $9 million U.S. dollars. According to the FBI, the on-line investment scheme, E-Biz Ventures, laundered investor money through e-gold Ltd. The Oklahoma man who created this criminal enterprise may have been targeting tax evaders and other criminals because he 'allegedly highlighted his reliance on e-gold to appeal to his victims’ fear of the federal government and their desire for anonymity' (Grow, 2006).
Virtual Money Laundering

There is a relatively new method of laundering money and is called virtual money laundering (Rirock, 2007). Criminals can make use of the growing in popularity of the massive multiplayer on-line role playing games (MMORPG) or web based social services, e.g. Second Life, Entropia Universe. What is so interesting in it as far as money laundering is concerned? Some of them allow purchasing virtual currency using “old-fashion” real money at a fixed exchange rate. Then the player (user) can earn more in virtual world, exchange it with other users, buy and sell virtual items. It works in both directions – the virtual coins can be converted into real money and transferred to desired account before withdrawing it from ATMs worldwide. Sometimes players are given a re-loadable debit card with which they can withdraw money directly from ATM.

Examples of Cyber laundering
Financial Action Task Force's cases

One of the Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering special reports was devoted to new payment methods (FATF, 2006). It has based on a survey conducted in member countries around world. Apart from description of several methods of paying (which were used also in this paper), there were few actual cases shown in order to illustrate the problem. As it can be seen above, some methods can still be described as a potential treat to financial institutions. That group encompasses electronic purse, mobile payments, and Internet payment systems. It is connected with the fact that they are not as popular as the others. On the other hand, FATF presented few examples of the other methods used by criminals.

The report shows that there were only 3 cases connected with pre-paid cards (open system) and 2 cases – pre-paid cards (close system). According to that research there were also 3 cases connected to digital precious metal services. At the same time no cases involving electronic purse, mobile payments, nor Internet payment systems were reported by member countries. The question is how close to the reality those results are?

The research done by FATF has stressed three main risk factors:
- the Internet is used as a distribution channel for financial instruments, cards, etc.;
- there is no face-to-face contact with the customer who buys such an instrument, card, etc. and
- the payment method is an open network type and it can be accessed in a high number of jurisdictions (FATF, 2006).

Those factors pose hazard especially when accompanied by the fact that payment operator is located abroad in a country or territory which do not have enough regulations as far as fighting money laundering is concerned.

Conclusion

The exploitation of the Internet for the purpose of money laundering was the subjects of analysis made by Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering (FATF, 2000). Also there are some theoretical works regarding cyber laundering (Molander, et. al, 1997;
Prengel, 2003). It is a matter of time when the criminals (or their professional advisers) will start to use this incredible tool in their schemes more often (Morris-Cotterill, 2001). However it depends on several socio-economic factors, among others the availability of on-line financial services, the telecommunication infrastructure and the society approach to the new payment technologies. The number of non-cash transactions is among other a very vital feature. And it has been growing rapidly (FRS, 2007). Up until then it has to be treated as “potential” threat for the anti-money laundering regimes (Skalski, 2004) and the situation has to be monitored (Joyce, 2001).
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